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Luxury villa for 10 people, pool, gardens, barbecue, paddle
tennis court
Rental of property in Alcudia for the summer holiday in Majorca in Spain
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5 bedrooms, 3 bathrooms, 2 living rooms, terraces, satellite TV, WIFI LAN
Villa Sunset feels like an oasis: a huge garden full of glamor and luxury with palm trees, fruit trees, plants, ﬂowers; a
large pool of 10 x 12 meters, and baby pool, plenty of sunbeds, tables and chairs outdoors, makes you feel like you′re in
heaven. There is a private paddle tennis court with mini basketball team ... All this in a natural piece of land promises
absolute tranquility and plenty of sunshine throughout the day, from sunset to sunset.
The main house has 200 square meters. shared on two ﬂoors there are 5 bedrooms, 3 bathrooms, air conditioning, a
large kitchen, a huge terrace on the ﬁrst ﬂoor and a large living room with large sofas and a ﬂat TV with satellite and WIFI
LAN.
There is a second building in this town, which is an incredible room full of light and absolutely professional kitchen fully
equipped with appliances and TV and a large barbecue outdoors only. A dream for people who love to cook.
Alcudia is a small ﬁshing port, which today is known as a great place for people who live as if they were on the beach.
The promenade, winning several competitions in architecture and urbanism through the Port in a pleasant aroma with a
breeze. On one side the sea, traditional ﬁshing boats ′Llauts′ and modern marina Alcudiamar. On the other hand, the best
ﬁsh restaurants, ice cream parlors and clothing stores. And facing the beach, miles of ﬁne sand that draws the semicircle
of the bay of Alcudia. It is the most popular beach in the area, which has a range of services from bars to boat rental and
sailing courses or aquatic park.
Not only the beach. These browsers have much to do oﬀ the main beach of Alcudia as there are almost twenty: sand,
rocks, accessible only by sea. Among the intimate beaches include Alcanada, or the S′Illot Coll Baix. The latter is a true
wonder of nature that is only accessible by boat or after a pleasant outing among pine trees and rocks.
Precisely from the Coll Baix begin some very interesting excursions for lovers of trekking and nature as it rises to Sa
Talaia, ancient watchtower at the highest point of the village. From above we see two bays, the Serra, Alcúdia, the Pla
de Mallorca and when the day is clear, the coast of Menorca.

But if there is any place to visit for nature lovers, S′Albufereta and S′Albufera are two of the largest wetlands of
ecological importance of the Balearic Islands, located in Alcudia and surroundings, and meet interesting plant
and animal life.
At 3 miles from the house is the old town of Alcúdia, called the faithful city in Christian times, the name is Arabic and
Roman footprint. A past forged between them in a privileged enclave in the north of Mallorca. Located near the Serra de
Tramuntana, Alcúdia has his back to the farm and rural Mallorca, and bathe his feet in the waters of two bays, the north
of Pollença and Alcudia this. Alcúdia is located in the center of this area of contrasts, between the stone wall of the
Serra and the sandy coves of the Bay of Alcudia between the north wind, sea and inland.

The historical legacy does not detract from what remains today in modern Alcúdia an unknown place for many
island residents. Surprisingly, for some, is especially known for its wonderful church and the walled city. It is
common to ﬁnd an authentic place so located as close to the tourist and has kept the essence of the
Mediterranean city, where everything happens at a diﬀerent speed, where everything is savored and enjoyed.
Alcudia, in a sense, we live today as yesterday, taken within its medieval walls (which began construction in
1300). Sa Square is the center of ′alcudiencs′ passing place, the meeting point. All around there are bars and
terraces that allow us to enjoy this quiet and combine it with a good dish.
Leaving the square using the streets in several directions to a point on the wall as the gates of Xara and Sant Sebastia,
and the Church of Sant Jaume, opposite which is the city of Rome Pollentia and a little more beyond the Roman
theater, a ′rara avis′ because instead of being built, were excavated in the rock.
A row of orange mark the route of the main streets, Carrer del Moll and Carrer Major. In these streets and we are adjacent
to small jewelery shops, shoe stores, clothing stores, bars, restaurants, among many large houses built centuries ago,
small and peaceful squares. Alcúdia is one of those places that is worth losing left its streets to discover around every
corner a new charm, a new feel.
Every Tuesday and Sunday morning, accelerating the pace of the city is the market. Farmers, traders, artisans, artists ﬁll
the color and bustle of people around, inside and outside of the medieval wall.
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Characteristics
Reference:
Property type:

A-0145
Fincas more than
10 people

Population:
Number of people:
Living area (m2):

Alcudia
10
300

Nº of bedrooms:

5

Nº of bathrooms:

3

Distance to the beach (m):

4

Distance to restaurants (m):

3

Distance to the airport (кm):

55

Distance to town (m):
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Equipment
Air conditioning, Barbecue, Fireplace,chimney, Baby
Crib, Housewares, Internet WiFi, Electric juicer,
Electric kettle, Toaster, Coﬀee maker, Microwave,
Oven, Fridge, Freezer, Washing machine,
Dishwasher, Hairdryer, Kitchenware, Iron & Board,
Swimming pool, Sunbeds and umbrellas, Highchair,
TV Sat, Bedlinen, Towels, Terrace, Heating, Garden,
Parking on the street, Paddle tennis court.
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